Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A 'Sleeping Beauty in Science' is a publication that goes unnoticed ('sleeps') for a long time and then, almost suddenly, attracts a lot of attention ('is awakened by a prince'). We refer to our recent foregoing paper (van Raan [@CR26]) for a comprehensive overview of the literature on Sleeping Beauties (SBs), particularly the earlier pioneering work on 'delayed recognition' and studies on different aspects such as the occurrence of SBs; field-specific studies; examples of awaked application-oriented work; different patterns in citation histories of SBs; extreme historical cases; reasons for awakening; influences of SBs in performance assessments by citation analysis; SBs in the work of Nobel Prize winners; and identification of the 'prince(s)'.

In our foregoing paper we discussed the results of an extensive analysis of SBs in physics, chemistry, and engineering and computer science (in this paper referred to as the three main fields) in order to find out the extent to which Sleeping Beauties are application-oriented and thus are potential Sleeping Innovations. We found that more than half of the SBs are application-oriented.

In this paper we take a further step by investigating whether the SBs in physics, chemistry, and engineering and computer science are also cited in patents. Thus we explore the existence of a dormitory of inventions. First we take a general approach in which we are particularly interested in basic properties such as (1) the time lag between publication of the SBs and their first citation in a patent; (2) the relation between this time lag and the depth of the sleep; (3) the extent to which SBs are cited in patents compared to 'normal' papers; and (4) the occurrence of inventor--author relations.

Next, we present on the basis of several examples a method to explore important cognitive characteristics of SBs cited in patents. In particular, we investigate (1) the relation with new topics; (2) the awakening of the SBs by analyzing the first group of papers that cites the SBs; (3) the conceptual landscape of the topic-related and citing papers of the SBs, immediately after the awakening as well as for the most recent period; and (4) the cited and citing relations of the SBs in order to discover the prince(s) and other important work directly related to the SBs, particular papers by authors who cite the SBs in both the patents of which they are the inventors as well as in their scientific papers.

Data, method and measuring procedure {#Sec2}
====================================

Publication data, variables and choice of specific set of Sleeping Beauties {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the foregoing paper (van Raan [@CR26]) we discussed a fast and efficient Sleeping Beauty search algorithm written in SQL which can be applied to the CWTS enhanced Web of Science (WoS) database. With this algorithm we can tune the following four main variables: (1) *length of the sleep* in years after publication (*s*); (2) *depth of sleep* in terms of a maximum citation rate during the sleeping period (*cs* ~max~); (3) *awake* period in years after the sleeping period (*a* ~min~ and *a* ~max~); and (4) *awake intensity* in terms of a minimum citation rate during the awake period (*ca* ~min~). We define *cs* ~max~ = 0 as a coma, *cs* ~max~ = 0.5 as a very deep sleep, and *cs* ~max~ = 1.0 as a deep sleep.

The algorithm allows selection of WoS journal categories and thus restrict the search for Sleeping Beauties to one or more specific (main) fields of science, in this case physics, chemistry, and engineering and computer science. All variables can be tuned through any possible range of values, so that a continuum of Sleeping Beauties is found, ranging from 'mild' to 'extreme' ones. The total period in which the SBs and their citation data are searched for is 1980--2015, around 45,000,000 publications. The data analysis is carried out with the CWTS bibliometric database which is an improved and enriched version of the WoS database. Publication and citation data are available from 1980. The CWTS bibliometric database allows corrections for self-citations with high precision and provides a highly accurate unification of author names and institutions.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}

In the foregoing paper we investigated a set of physics SBs with (1) sleeping period length *s* = 10 years (publication years starting in 1980), (2) deep sleep, *cs* ~max~ = 1.0; (3) awake period of 10 years, *a* ~min~ = *a* ~max~ = 10; and (4) awake intensity *ca* ~min~ = 5.0. Thus, 1994 is the last year for publications having in total a 20 year time span (10 years sleep, awake period of 10 years) until 2013. We denote the SBs with these variables with \[10, 1.0, 10, 5.0\] as described in the foregoing paper. The number of these SBs for physics is 389. In a similar analysis for chemistry 265 SBs were identified, and for engineering and computer science 367. Because the main fields have several fields in common, the total number of SBs in physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science together is 1021.

In this study we combine the sets of the above physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science SBs in one combined set and focus on the most recent SBs within the defined time frame. The first, general part of the paper will deal with SBs from the whole period 1980--1994, and for the more specific characteristics of SBs cited in patents we will focus on the most recent period within the defined time frame, the SBs with publication years 1992--1994. For physics there are 122 of these 1992--1994 SBs, for chemistry 80 and for engineering and computer science 150. Although the publication of these SBs is more than 20 years ago, many of them started to get scientific and technological impact only recently.

Definition of the main fields {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

The main fields are defined as described in the foregoing paper (van Raan [@CR26]). Physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science are main fields composed of (sub)fields as indicated in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} ("[Appendix](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}"). The WoS journal-category codes given in this table are field identifiers used in our CWTS enhanced bibliometric WoS-based data system. The search algorithm selects the Sleeping Beauties in the fields defined by these identifiers. Notice that we use a broad definition of physics by including materials science and astronomy and astrophysics. Chemical engineering is included in the main field engineering and computer science.

Patent data and identification of SNPRs {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

Patents are documents with a legal status to describe and claim technological inventions in which, similar to scientific publications, references are given. These references concern mainly earlier patents ('prior art') in order to prove novelty in view of the existing technological developments and, generally to a lesser extent, to non-patent items, particularly scientific publications, the scientific non-patent references (SNPRs). References in scientific publications are the sole responsibility of the authors. The references in patents, however, can be given by both the inventors as well as by the patent examiners.

Clearly, these SNPRs represent a bridge between science and technology although they do not necessarily indicate the direct scientific basis of the invention described in the patent. Nevertheless, many studies (for an overview see for instance Callaert et al. [@CR6]) emphasize the importance of further research of the role of SNPRs in relation to the patented technological invention. In this study we focus on a particular phenomenon, namely the extent to which Sleeping Beauties show up as SNPRs (indicated as SB-SNPRs).

Patent publications were gathered by searching the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database (PATSTAT), 2013 version. We group patent publications describing the same invention in 'patent families' to prevent double counting. In order to find out whether an SB is cited by patents, we matched all SBs on the basis of their WoS UT-codes with the citations given in patents. For more details we refer to Winnink and Tijssen ([@CR29]).

Basic properties of sleeping beauties cited in patents {#Sec6}
======================================================

Time lag between publication and patent citation {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------

In the set of 389 physics SBs we found 62 SNPRs, which is 16% of the total number of physics SBs. On average about 4% of all WoS-covered publications is an SNPR. Thus, the finding that 16% of our physics SBs is an SNPR means that these SBs are significantly more cited in patents than an average paper! The time lag between the publication year of the SB-SNPR and the first year of citation in a patent (*pcy*) ranges from 1 to 29 years, average 13.7 (sd = 6.2). We remind that for the SBs under investigation the sleeping period (*s*) is 10 years. So if for instance *pcy* = 12 this means that the first patent citation is 12 years after the publication of the SB and 2 years after its (scientific) awakening. If pcy = 2 the first patent citation is 2 years after publication, and thus within the sleeping period. The most extreme case (*pcy* = 29) is an SB from 1984 on the elastic properties of polymer composites which was cited in a patent not earlier than 2013. Because the last year in the patent database used for this study is 2013, we cannot exclude the possibility that for some SBs the first year of citation in a patent will be after 2013. However, the distribution function of the *pcy* values tends to decrease for values above 16 years, so we think that the probability for such a later patent citation will be small. Selecting the SBs with publication years 1992--1994, in total 122, 19 (again 16%) are identified as SNPRs. Here *pcy* ranges from 4 to 14.

In the set of 265 chemistry SBs, 92 SNPRs were found. This is 35%, which is even higher than the SNPR-percentage for physics. The *pcy* ranges from 1 to 29, average 12.4 (sd = 5.6). The most extreme case is the same as the one in physics mentioned above because this SB is published in the journal Polymer Composites which is assigned to both physics and chemistry. In the subset of the 1992--1994 chemistry SBs, in total 80, also 19 are identified as SNPR, which is 24%. The *pcy* ranges from 1 to 19.

In the set of 367 Engineering and Computer Science we identified 108 SNPRs, which is 29%. This percentage is again surprisingly high. The *pcy* ranges from 1 to 27, average 11.8 (sd = 5.6). Here the most extreme case concerns two SBs. One is from 1984 on the deformation of material at high temperature which was cited not earlier than 2011. The other is from 1985 on the generation of female sex hormones by plant-derived food which receives its first patent citation in 2012. In the 1992--1994 subset with 150 SBs, 30 (20%) are identified as SNPR, the *pcy* ranges from 2 to 18.

We measured the average *pcy* for the successive 3-years periods 1980--1982, 1983--1985, 1986--1988, 1989--1991, 1992--1994. The SBs in this study have, as discussed in the beginning of this paper, a deep sleep (*cs* ~max~ = 1.0) during 10 years (*s* = 10), and received in the 10 years after awakening (*a* ~min~ = *a* ~max~ = 10) at least 50 citations (*ca* ~min~ = 5). It is interesting to compare the results for the SBs with those for publications in the same fields that do not sleep but do receive 50 citations in the 10 years immediately after their publication. So the only difference of these publications with the SBs is that the sleeping period *s* = 0. We call these papers 'Beauties'[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} since they belong to the top of the citation distribution. For instance, for the three main fields together there are around 490,000 WoS-covered publications in 2006 of which approximately 6% is cited 50 times or more (without self-citations) in the 10 years period after the publication year.

In order to perform this comparison, we applied our search algorithm to the same fields belonging to the main fields physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science as used in the SB analysis, but now with *s* = 0, all other variables the same as in the case of the SBs. As can be expected, the difference in numbers is large. Whereas we identified 1021 SBs in this study, the number of Beauties defined along the above lines for the same period (1980--1994) is 77,420, almost two orders of magnitude more. By matching the WoS UT-codes with our patent database we found that 22,522 of these 77,420 Beauties are cited in patents. By determining the first year of patent citation, we calculated in the same way as for the SBs the *pcy* values for these 22,522 'B-SNPRs', together with the number of B-SNPRs in the five time periods. The above analysis shows that being a 'beauty', i.e., belonging to the top of the citation distribution, strongly enhances the probability of becoming cited in a patent, even after a long time of sleep.

The results are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. We observe that the average time lag between the publication year of an SB-SNPR and its first citation in a patent decreases with about 4 years in a time period of 15 years (upper part of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for the three main fields separately; middle part for the three main fields together). For the B-SNPRs this decrease is even stronger (see lower part of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These results are also presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Average time lag with standard deviation between publication year and the first year of citation in a patent (*pcy*) for all SB-SNPRs in the given 3-years period (standard deviations are given in column *sd*; *N* is the number of SB-SNPRs) for each of the three main fields (upper part); for the three main fields together (middle part); and for all B-SNPRs, the three main fields together)SB-SNPRs*NpcysdPhysics*1980--19821017.25.21983--1985816.08.51986--19881113.06.91989--19911413.05.91992--19941911.93.9*Chem*1980--19821514.75.61983--19852214.38.41986--19881013.15.81989--19912611.15.81992--19941910.16.3*Eng and cs*1980--19821312.48.01983--19851814.77.51986--19881713.66.71989--19913011.35.01992--1994309.15.7*Main fields together*1980--19823414.37.01983--19854314.08.01986--19883213.86.51989--19915811.45.31992--19945710.25.6B-SNPRs*NpcysdMain fields together*1980--1982176112.59.81983--1985282210.28.21986--198843618.06.91989--199161387.26.11992--199474406.55.3 Fig. 1Average time lag with standard deviation between publication year and the first year of citation in a patent (*pcy*) for the SB-SNPRs and the B-SNPRs (the three main fields together) in the period 1980--1994 (values are given in the middle year of each 3-years period)

Our current work on more recent, shorter sleeping SB-SNPRs appears to confirm the above observed trend. This would mean that SBs with technological importance, perhaps potential inventions, are 'discovered' increasingly earlier (van Raan [@CR27]). But as discussed earlier, because the last year in the patent database used for this study is 2013, we cannot exclude the possibility that for some SBs the first year of citation in a patent will be after 2013.

Fields and countries {#Sec8}
--------------------

As discussed earlier, our combined set of physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science SBs with publications years 1992, 1993 or 1994 covers 68 SB-SNPRs. Of these 68, 11 are in more than one of the main fields, so there are 57 unique SB-SNPRs. In Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} we present the distribution of these 57 SB-SNPRs over the different physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science fields (fields with 2 SNPRs or more).Table 2Distribution of the SB-SNPRs over the different physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science fields (fields with 2 SNPRs or more)FieldsSB-SNPRs% of SB-SNPRsEngineering electrical electronic1017.5Physics applied610.5Optics610.5Energy fuels58.8Biochemistry molecular biology58.8Engineering biomedical47.0Chemistry multidisciplinary47.0Biotechnology applied microbiology47.0Engineering civil35.3Engineering chemical35.3Chemistry medicinal35.3Remote sensing23.5Pharmacology pharmacy23.5Materials science multidisciplinary23.5Imaging science photographic technology23.5Geochemistry geophysics23.5Food science technology23.5Environmental sciences23.5Engineering multidisciplinary23.5Crystallography23.5Computer science interdisciplinary applications23.5Chemistry physical23.5Chemistry applied23.5Chemistry analytical23.5Biophysics23.5Automation control systems23.5Agricultural engineering23.5

For the fields with 5 or more SB-SNPRs we compared their share in the total number of 1992--1994 SBs (298) as well as in the total number of all publications 1992--1994 (around 1,000,000, articles and reviews only) in the three main fields. These shares are: Electrical and Electronic Engineering 11.7% of all SBs and 7.1% of all publications; Applied Physics 7.0% of all SBs and 6.8% of all publications; Optics 4.7% of all SBs and 3.1% of all publications; Energy Fuels 5.4% of all SBs and 1.7% of all publications; and Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 5.0% of all SBs and 15.6% of all publications.

We see that particularly Electrical and Electronic Engineering is overrepresented in SBs as well as in SB-SNPRs. Applied Physics, Optics, and Energy Fuels appear to be overrepresented in SB-SNPRs. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology is underrepresented in SBs as well as in SB-SNPRs. Given the low numbers, we however have to be careful with these conclusions. For the other fields in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} the number of SB-SNPRs is too low for a meaningful conclusion about over- or underrepresentation.

The distribution of the 57 SB-SNPRs over countries (of the authors' affiliations) is given in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. More than half of the SB-SNPRs originates from the US and Japan. We compared for the countries with 5 or more SB-SNPRs their share in the total number of 1992--1994 SBs (298) as well as in the total number of all publications 1992--1994 (1,018,821) in the three main fields. These shares are: US 31.9% of all SBs and 34.2% of all publications; Japan 9.1% of all SBs and 9.6% of all publications; and Germany 7.7% of all SBs and 8.0% of all publications. Particularly Japan stands out in being overrepresented in the number of SB-SNPRs. But also here in most cases the low numbers do not allow hard conclusions.Table 3Distribution of the SB-SNPRs over countriesCountriesSB-SNPRs% of totalUS2035.1Japan1017.5Germany610.5UK47.0Canada35.3Australia35.3Sweden23.5Spain23.5Netherlands23.5France23.5

Time-dependence of numbers and of citation characteristics {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------

We divided all SBs with publication years in the entire period 1980--1994 into two categories: the SBs that are not cited in a patent (SB-nonSNPR), and those that are cited in a patent (SB-SNPR). Next, we divided both categories with respect to their publication year into five successive 3-years periods 1980--1982, 1983--1985, 1986--1988, 1989--1991, 1992--1994 and we measured the numbers, the average number of citations per year (*cs*) during the sleeping period (which is in any case 10 years) and the average number per year during the 10 years awakenings after the sleeping period (ca).

First the time-dependence of the numbers, see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The main fields physics, chemistry and engineering and computer science are combined. Given the low numbers we can expect that the significance of our findings is not high, but nevertheless we observe a small exponential increase (exponents are given in the figure) of both the number of SB-nonSNPRs (with an average exponent of 0.09) and SB-SNPRs whereby the increase of the SB-SNPRs seems to be smaller (with an average exponent of 0.05). This could imply that because of early recognized technological relevance papers may be cited also earlier in scientific publications, and thus early recognized technological relevance may 'prevent' papers to become an SB.Fig. 2Numbers of SB-nonSNPRs and of SB-SNPRs. We indicate the 3-year periods with the middle years, e.g., the numbers given for 1981 concern the period 1980--1982. *Diamonds* represent absolute values, *triangles* normalized values (*blue* SB-nonSNPRs, *red* SB-SNPRs). (Color figure online)

This finding is in line with our conclusions based on the data discussed in the section on the time lag between publication year and first patent citation. This trend is even more visible in the normalized values (index SB-nonSNPRs 1980--1982 = 100): for the SB-nonSNPRs we see still an increase but less than in the case of absolute values, and for the SB-SNPRs there is hardly a significant increase.

Another possible difference between SB-nonSNPRs and SB-SNPRs could be their sleep intensity (*cs*) or their awake intensity (*ca*). In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} we also present the numbers for each main field, together with the average number of citations per year during the sleeping period (*cs*), and the average number of citations per year during the ten years awakening after the sleeping period (*ca*). We find that there are no significant differences between the *cs* and ca values of the SB-nonSNPRs as compared to those of the SB-SNPRs. For both the SB-nonSNPR as well as for the SB-SNPR we find a weak negative correlation between the two indicators (correlation coefficient −0.10 for the SB-SNPRs and −0.06 for the SB-nonSNPRs). We conclude that the citation rate during the sleeping period is no predictor for later scientific impact of the SB.Table 4Number (*N*), average citation rate during the sleeping period (*cs*), and average citation rate during the 10 years awakening period (*ca*) for SB-nonSNPRs (left part) and for SB-SNPRs (right part)SB-nonSNPR*Ncsca*SB-SNPR*Ncsca*Physicsav*sd*av*sd*Physicsav*sd*av*sd*1980--1982450.700.296.631.301980--1982100.590.388.403.961983--1985470.680.278.777.941983--198580.740.206.631.651986--1988590.620.287.402.821986--1988110.720.266.311.201989--1991730.690.247.392.901989--1991140.710.197.292.601992--19941030.650.267.453.781992--1994190.780.267.922.74Chemistryav*sd*av*sd*Chemistryav*sd*av*sd*1980--1982250.710.266.061.141980--1982150.670.347.121.921983--1985230.780.216.452.101983--1985220.720.226.861.461986--1988210.740.266.130.261986--1988100.580.227.882.511989--1991430.730.256.893.831989--1991260.700.246.752.861992--1994610.700.266.762.151992--1994190.690.247.362.66Eng and c scav*sd*av*sd*Eng and c scav*sd*av*sd*1980--1982230.790.226.341.071980--1982130.740.296.731.511983--1985300.780.246.311.591983--1985180.760.236.220.931986--1988340.710.256.571.691986--1988170.750.256.391.081989--1991520.680.266.341.631989--1991300.740.226.081.151992--19941200.720.246.691.921992--1994300.750.248.014.32Standard deviations are given in the columns *sd*

A strong scientific impact after the awakening could trigger a more rapid patent citation. In order to investigate this, we analyzed the time lag between publication year and the first year of citation in a patent (*pcy*) and the total number of citations received in the 10-years awakening period (*Ca*). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows that there is no relation. Also the highly cited SBs have *pcy* values in the whole range of time lags. In other words, the scientific impact after awakening is no predictor for the time lag between publication year and first year of citation, i.e., the speed of technological impact.Fig. 3Relation of the time lag between publication year and the first year of citation in a patent (*pcy*) and the total number of citations received in the 10-years awakening period (*Ca*)

Inventor--author self-citations {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

An important bridge between science and technology is built on the work of scientists who are both inventors of patented technology as well as authors of publications. The number of studies on inventor--author relations is quite limited. One of the few early studies is our work on inventor--author relations in the field of the application of lasers in medicine (Noyons et al. [@CR16]).

For large scale studies of inventor--author relations the lack of unification of names and accurate person identification in publication-as well as patent databases poses a major problem. Therefore, most studies are still on a smaller scale. To our knowledge there are only two large-scale studies. The CWTS--Fraunhofer study on the development of nanoscience and nanotechnology in the EU countries (Noyons et al. [@CR15]) is a very comprehensive inventor--author study. In this study over 15,000 inventor--authors combinations were identified with help of several text-analysis techniques. Boyack and Klavans ([@CR5]) investigated science--technology interaction on a large scale by identifying and validating nearly 20,000 inventor--authors through matching of rare names obtained from paper and patent data. With rare names the probability to identify a single person is considerably higher than in the case of common names. But, of course, not all important inventor--authors have rare names and therefore this method is not generally applicable.

In this study we focus our inventor--author analysis on the 57 SB-SNPRs in the period 1992--1994. More particularly, we investigate the extent to which SB-SNPRs are cited in patents of which at least one of the inventors is also an author of the cited SB-SNPR. We call this inventor--author self-citation. We operate on a small scale and complicated matching techniques are not necessary. Simple semi-automatic comparison of the inventor names and the author names with manual checks is sufficient. We found that these 57 SB-SNPRs are cited in 143 patents families which cover in total 191 patents and 315 inventors. As an example of our data we show in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} the two patent families with each three patents in which one of the most highly cited SB-SNPRs, Bonsignore et al. ([@CR4]) (abbreviated BLSC SB-SNPR, further discussed in the next section) is cited. In the table we find the WoS UT code of the BLSC SB-SNPR, the registration number of the patent families and of the patents (formally mentioned 'patent publications'); the title of the patents (we see that the same invention is patented in different patent offices); the names of the inventors; the IPC (International Patent Office) codes which indicate the relevant fields of technology, for instance A61K31/37 concerns organic compounds for medical purposes, particularly coumarins (coumarins are benzopyran-related compounds); and finally the application year.Table 5Example of the data of patents in which the BLSC SB-SNPR is citedUT codePatent familyPatent publPatent titleInventorsIPC codesAppl yearA1993LM311000099,507,531FR19970006814 WO1998FR01087 US20000445177Coumarin derivatives, methods of preparation and application as medicinesDelarge, Jacques\
Doucet, Caroline\
Boggetto, Nicole\
Pirotte, Bernard\
Pochet, Lionel\
Reboud Ravaux, MicheleA61K31/37, A61K31/4433, A61K31/4436, A61K31/453, A61K31/4709, A61K31/4725, A61P1/18, A61P7/02, A61P9/10, A61P11/00, A61P13/12, A61P17/00, A61P19/02, A61P29/00, A61P31/00, A61P35/00, A61P43/00, C07D311/14, C07D335/06, C07D405/12, C07D409/122000A1993LM3110000932,400,079EP20030776786 US20050537711 EP20100190730Novel 2H-chromen-2-one-3-carboxamides for medical usesChen, Xiaoguang\
Cheng, Guifang\
Li, Hongyan\
Li, Lanmin\
Li, Yan\
Xie, Longfei\
Xu, Shiping\
Xu, SongA61P3/10, A61P9/10, A61P9/12, A61P13/12, A61P35/00, C07D311/16, C07D405/12, C07D413/04, C07D413/14, C07D417/12, A61K31/366, A61K31/416, A61K31/4245, A61K31/4439, A61K31/513, A61K31/585, C07D311/00, C07D311/02, C07D405/02, A61K31/37, C07D311/202005

In this case we see that there is no inventor--author combination, the names of the inventors are different from the SB-SNPR paper authors: L. Bonsignore, G. Loy, D. Secci, and A. Calignano. We see the similarity between the topic discussed in this SB-SNPR with title 'Synthesis and pharmacological activity of 2-Oxo-(2 h) 1-benzopyran-3-carboxamide derivatives', and the titles of the patents.

By matching the 315 names (last name and initials) of the inventors with the 159 names (last name and initials) of the authors of the 57 SB-SNPRS we find that 4 authors are also inventors. Two authors are co-authors as well as co-inventors. This means that for 3 of the 57 SB-SNPRs (about 5%) an inventor--author relation is established.

In Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} we give en example of such an inventor--author relation: the 1994 SB-SNPR of A. Moreira and Y.H. Huang on the processing of airborne high-resolution radar signals (title 'Airborne SAR processing of highly squinted data using a chirp scaling approach with integrated motion compensation', Moreira and Huang [@CR12]). There are two patent families, one with two patents and one with one patent in which the Moreira and Huang SB-SNPR is cited. We see that for this latter patent the author Moreira is also one of the inventors. The other two patents have an inventor who is not an author of the cited SB-SNPR.Table 6Example of the data of patents in which an author of the cited SB-SNPR is also an inventorUT codePatent familyPatent publPatent titleInventorsIPC codesAppl yearA1994PF415000084,169,219WO2002CA00886 US20030730189Imaging system utilizing spatial image oscillationZador, AndrewG06T1/00, H04N5/217, H04N5/349, H04N5/357, G03B13/00, H04N5/2322003A1994PF415000087788072US19970816044Method for azimuth scaling of SAR data and highly accurate processor for two-dimensional processing of scanSAR dataMittermayer, Josef Moreira, AlbertoG01S13/901997

Also in this case we notice the similarity between the topic discussed in this SB-SNPR and the titles of the patents. IPC-code G06T1/00 covers image processing techniques in general, G01S13/90 concerns systems using the reflection or re-radiation of radio waves, e.g. radar systems, with synthetic aperture techniques.

We conclude that only for a small minority (5%) of the Sleeping Beauties that are cited in patents the authors are also inventors of the technology described in the citing patent. We remind that this type of inventor--author link can be regarded as an inventor--author self-citation. It is very well possible that authors of SB-SNPRs are inventors of other patents than the patents that cite the author's SB-SNPR. We come back to this issue with examples further on in this paper and in forthcoming work we will investigate in more detail to what extent authors of Sleeping Beauties are inventors of technological developments described in later patents.

Cognitive environment of sleeping beauties cited in patents {#Sec11}
===========================================================

Do sleeping beauties cited in patents deal with new topics? {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------

A central question is whether the SB-SNPRs were dealing with new topics that were hardly or not the subject of other publications. Therefore we analyzed for the 5 most cited (after awakening) SB-SNPRs the time-dependent evolution of their topics in the entire scientific literature. We first identified the topics of the SB-SNPRs by using meaningful concepts from the title and abstracts. Next, we uploaded a search string with these concepts (which defines the topic of an SB-SNPR) into the Web of Science for the period 1991--2015[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} and determined the annual number of publications dealing with the same topic as the SB-SNPR. This time evolution is then compared with the citation history of the SB-SNPR.

We illustrate our approach first with the most cited SB-SNPR, the paper of Tassiulas and Ephremides (TE) published in 1992 on stability properties of constrained queuing-systems and scheduling policies for maximum throughput in multihop radio-networks (Tassiulas and Ephremides [@CR22]).[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} Meanwhile this paper is cited more than 500 times (April 7, 2016: 533 citations),[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} which is quite exceptionally, certainly for a Sleeping Beauty. We classified this paper in the main field Engineering and Computer Science and it was published in the journal IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.

For identification of other papers directly related to the TE SB-SNPR, we used the search string \[queu\* AND (multihop\* OR multi hop OR multi-hop\*) AND network\*\]. This search resulted in the identification of 266 papers in the period between 1991 and 2015. The results are presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} together with the number of citations to the TE SB-SNPR. We see that during the sleeping period of the TE SB-SNPR, the scientific interest in the topic concerned was very low. The figure shows that 2003 is the awakening year. From that year the scientific interest in the topic rapidly increased, later on followed by technological interest demonstrated by the first patent citation. This first citation in a patent occurred 5 years after the awakening, which is 16 years after the publication of the TE SB-SNPR. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that although the patent citation did not trigger the awakening, it may have reinforced also the scientific interest in the TE paper given the somewhat steeper increase in citations.Fig. 4Tassiulas and Ephremides SB-SNPR (deep sleep *cs* = 0.9). *Red squares* indicate number of citations, *blue diamonds* indicate number of topic-related papers. The *large blue diamond* and *large red square* indicate the publication year (1992) of the TE paper. The *green triangle* indicates the year of first citation in a patent (2008). (Color figure online)

A remarkable observation is that the number of papers citing the TE SB-SNPR after awakening is considerably larger than the topic-related papers. This shows that the TE SB-SNPR also has an impact on research outside the work directly related to the topic. We will see later on that this TE SB-SNPR is now considered as one of the founding works on stochastic network optimization. To answer the question posed in the title of this section: this SB-SNPR clearly dealt with a new topic.

The next SB-SNPR of the top-5 is Birks and Li (BL) published in 1992 on the shape of fiber tapers, an important topic in research and technology on the propagation of light in fibers (Birks and Li [@CR3]). This paper is classified in the main fields Physics as well as in Engineering and Computer Science and it was published in the Journal of Lightwave Technology. Meanwhile it has been cited 277 times (April 7, 2016).

For identification of other papers directly related to the BL SB-SNPR, we used the search string \[shape\* AND fiber\* AND taper\*\]. This search resulted in the identification of 380 papers in the period between 1991 and 2015. The results are presented in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} together with the number of citations to the BL SB-SNPR. We see that during the sleeping period the scientific interest in the topics concerned was already present, but it increased rapidly with the awakening of the BL SB-SNPR in 2003.Fig. 5Birks and Li SB-SNPR (deep sleep *cs* = 1.0). Explanation see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}

Although in this case the SB-SNPR did not deal with an entirely new topic, it presented new technological applications: the first citation in a patent occurred already 4 years after publication. Thus, the 'technological awakening' is earlier than the scientific awakening, which is 7 years later. Moreover, our data suggest that this technological awakening triggered the awakening and subsequent growth of scientific interest in the topic.

To avoid overloading this paper we do not discuss the details of the awakening of the BL and the three following SB-SNPRs. We take the TE SB-SNPR as a general example of a detailed analysis of the awakening in the follow-up of this section.

The third SB-SNPR of the top-5 is Chandorkar, Divan and Adapa (CDA) published in 1993 on the control of parallel connected inverters in standalone AC supply-systems (Chandorkar et al. [@CR7]). Meanwhile it has been cited 179 times (April 7, 2016). This paper is classified in the main field Engineering and Computer Science and it was published in the IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications.

For identification of other papers directly related to the CDA SB-SNPR, we used the search string \[control AND parallel AND inverter\* AND AC\]. This search resulted in the identification of 234 papers in the period between 1991 and 2015. The results are presented in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} together with the number of citations to the CDA SB-SNPR. We see that, quite similar to the foregoing case, some scientific interest in the topics concerned was already present during the sleeping period. Although formally the CDA paper satisfies the SB-definition \[10, 1.0, 10, 5.0\], it took a considerably longer time to become 'awake'. As can be seen in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, not earlier than in 2010 the number of citations increased substantially. The first patent citation was in 2005, 12 years after the publication of the CDA SB-SNPR. Our data suggest that this first patent citation has triggered the scientific interest for the topic. As discussed above, it then took another few years before the interest in the CDA SB-SNPR in terms of citations started to increase.Fig. 6Chandorkar et al. SB-SNPR (deep sleep *cs* = 0.8). Explanation see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}

Also here the topic of the SB-SNPR was not entirely new in the time this SB-SNPR was published. In contrast to the two foregoing cases, here our data suggest that the first patent citation triggered the interest for the topic and subsequently the interest for the CDA paper.

The fourth SB-SNPR of the top-5 is Bonsignore, Loy, Secci, and Calignano (BLSC) published in 1993 on the synthesis and pharmacological activity of benzopyran-carboxamide derivatives which play an important role in anticoagulant and diuretic medicines (Bonsignore et al. [@CR4]). Benzopyran derivates are also potentially useful ant-inflammatory and anti-cancer agents. This paper is classified in the main field Chemistry and it was published in the European Journal of Medicinal Chemistry. Meanwhile it has been cited 340 times (April 13, 2016).

For identification of other papers directly related to the BLSC SB-SNPR, we used the search string \[(benzopyran\* OR carboxamid\*) AND synthe\* AND derivat\*\]. This search resulted in the identification of 3691 papers in the period between 1991 and 2015. The results are presented in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} together with the number of citations to the BLSC SB-SNPR. We see a remarkable phenomenon. The scientific interest in the topic increased around the BLSC publication year, but the BLSC paper remained practically uncited. However, the first patent citation---already 4 years after the BLSC publication- may have caused a further increase in the scientific interest as visible in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, whereas the BLSC paper is still hardly cited. Clearly, the first patent citation did not trigger the awakening of the BLSC paper. The figure also shows that the awakening of the BLSC SB-SNPR is not a sudden event: from 2004 the numbers of citations start to increase gradually. We also observe that together with this slow awakening the scientific interest in the topic increased considerably.Fig. 7Bonsignore et al. SB-SNPR (very deep sleep *cs* = 0.3). Explanation see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}

The last SB-SNPR of the top-5 is Li and Ahmadi (LA) published in 1992 on the dispersion and deposition of spherical particles from point sources in a turbulent channel flow (Li and Ahmadi [@CR10]). This paper is classified in the main fields Physics as well as in Engineering and Computer Science and it was published in the journal Aerosol Science and Technology. Up till now this paper has been cited 262 times.

For identification of other papers directly related to the LA SB-SNPR, we used the search string \[(dispersion OR deposition) AND \*particle\* AND source\* AND turbulen\* AND flow\*\]. This search resulted in the identification of 384 papers in the period between 1991 and 2015. The results are presented in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} together with the number of citations to the LA SB-SNPR. We see that there existed already scientific interest in the topics during the sleeping period. This interest seems to increase around the awakening. The figure shows that also in this case the awakening develops gradually. The first citation in a patent occurred 14 years after publication, and 4 years after the awakening of the LA SB-SNPR. Around the same time the scientific interest in the topic stabilized whereas the number of citations to the LA paper continued to increase. This indicates that the LA paper has become an important, leading paper in its research theme as a whole.Fig. 8Li and Ahmadi SB-SNPR (very deep sleep, *cs* = 0.5). Explanation see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}

On the basis of the above observations, we conclude that Sleeping Beauties that are cited in patents may deal with an entirely new topic but this is not a general rule. Rather they present within an existing research topic or research theme new approaches which pave the way to new applications and stimulate further research and development.

References and early citing papers {#Sec13}
----------------------------------

Does the 'cognitive environment', operationalized in the citing and cited relations of SBs that are cited in patents, reveal more about the characteristics of SB-SNPRs, particularly details of the awakening? In order to investigate this, we present a general analytical method which we apply as an example to the most cited SB-SNPR, the TE paper.

As in our foregoing paper (van Raan [@CR26]) we applied the CWTS bibliometric analytical tool CitNetExplorer (van Eck and Waltman [@CR25]) to investigate (1) the papers cited by the SB-SNPR (i.e., its references) and (2) in order to focus on the awakening, its early (first 25) citing papers.

The papers cited by the TE SB-SNPR are located in the upper part of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. Analysis of these TE references shows that the oldest are two highly cited books and a conference paper. The two books are on the theoretical foundations of the applications described in the TE SB-SNPR and in the patents citing TE: Kemeny et al. ([@CR9]) on Markov chains, and Papadimitriou and Steglitz ([@CR17]) on combinatorial optimization. The conference paper by Silvester ([@CR19]) is on scheduling in multi-hop broadcast networks and directly related to the topic of the TE SB-SNPR.Fig. 9*Upper part* the references of the TE SB-SNPR; *middle part* the 25 oldest papers citing the TE SB-SNPR; *lower part* bibliographic coupling of these 25 oldest citing papers. The *red circle* between the Wasserman and Olsen ([@CR28]) and the Neely et al. ([@CR13]) papers represents Tassiulas ([@CR21]). (Color figure online)

A network map of the early, particularly the first 25, citing papers is shown in the middle part of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. The CitNetExplorer also reveals the citation relations between these early citing papers. Evidently, the TE SB-SNPRs is the commonly cited paper. As discussed earlier, the TE paper is a SB with a 'deep sleep' (*cs* = 0.9) in the 10 years after publication. This means that, without the two self-citations there are 9 citing publications in the period 1992--2001 of which 5 are from one and the same first author, S. C. Kam. These papers form a separate cluster on problems with network access and in particular on bandwidth guarantee. The Sarkar paper from 2002 is also a self-citation (Sarkar and Tassiulas [@CR18]).

Clearly, from 2003 the awakening is a fact. But who is the prince, i.e., which paper triggered the awakening? Because of the self-citations, 'self-awakening' may also play a role. Often, and also in this case, there are more candidates. We think that particularly citing papers that are highly cited papers themselves (number of citations until now above 100) are the most important prince-candidates. We indicated these highly cited citing papers with a square. The first highly cited citing paper is McKeown (first author) in 1999 (McKeown et al. [@CR11]) which can be regarded as an 'early passing prince' without really triggering the awakening. Thus, more appropriate candidates are the 2003 papers of Neely et al. ([@CR13]) and of Andrews and Vojnovic ([@CR1]).

In the lower part of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} we show the bibliographic coupling network of these first 25 citing papers combined with the TE SB-SNPR. We immediately see that the TE SB-SNPR (indicated as Tassiulas 1992 on the extreme left hand side of the map) has an 'isolated' position. This means that it has its own specific references which have a relatively low similarity with the references of the other papers. The exception is the Neely et al. ([@CR13]) paper which forms a bridge between the TE SB-SNPR and all other early citing papers, particularly the red cluster which covers three other papers by Tassiulas ([@CR20], [@CR21] and Sarkar and Tassiulas [@CR18]) which self-cite the TE SB-SNPR. This confirms our opinion, as discussed above, that the Neely et al. ([@CR13]) paper is a strong candidate for the role of the prince.

Broadening the research theme {#Sec14}
-----------------------------

The different clusters in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} suggest that the specific delineation of the 'cognitive environment' of the TE SB-SNPR applied in the foregoing section with the search string \[queu\* AND (multihop\* OR multi hop\* OR multi-hop\*) AND network\*\] (in short: TE topic) can be broadened from a topic-related to a theme-related cognitive environment by removing 'queu\*'. Indeed, the search string \[(multihop\* OR multi-hop\*) AND (network\*)\] (in short: multihop) yields 4767 publications between 1991 and 2015, almost a factor 20 more than the specific TE topic search string.

We present the time evolution of the topic-related, the theme-related papers as well as the citations to the TE SB-SNPR in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Again we take 1991 as the starting year for our analysis. We observe a very similar, exponential growth in number of publications for the topic- and theme-related publications (exponents 0.15 and 0.18, respectively). However, the increase of papers citing the TE SB-SNPR is about twice as large (exponent 0.28).Fig. 10Number of topic-related (TE topic) and theme-related papers (TE multihop) and number of citing papers. *Upper part* linear representation; *lower part* semi-log representation. *Red squares* number of citations (citing papers); *blue diamonds* number of topic-related publications; *green triangles* number of theme-related papers. The *large green triangle* indicates the year of first citation in a patent. (Color figure online)

Given the overall growth of the entire main field engineering and computer science with about 5 per cent per year in the period 1990--2015 as shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}, the growth of the TE SB-SNPR research theme is considerably faster indicating the importance of the theme.Fig. 11Number of papers in Engineering and Computer Science, 1990--2015

Concept maps of topic-related and citing papers {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------------

Again following the analytical procedure developed in our foregoing paper (van Raan [@CR26]) we applied the CWTS mapping tool VOS-viewer (for details see Van Eck and Waltman [@CR24]) to construct concept maps of both the topic-related as well as the citing papers. It is however not very useful to create one map for the whole period after the awakening until now because this would lump together the concepts of publications over a period of about 15 years and make analysis of developments over time impossible. Therefore we will make a distinction between older and recent papers.

In Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} we show in the upper part the concept map for the topic-related papers for the period until 5 years (up to 2006, in total 49 papers) after the awakening, and in the lower part the concept map for the recent 5 years (2011--2015, in total 136 papers).Fig. 12*Upper part* concept map of the topic-related papers in the period up to 2006; *lower part* concept map of the topic-related papers in the period 2011--2015

We see that in the earlier period the focus is clearly on the topics as defined in the search string, namely queue and multihop networks, as well as on other important topics as throughput, bandwidth and wireless networks. In the recent period the map is more densely populated indicating the growth of the topic-related research activities. The defining topics remain but many other, particularly application-oriented topics have appeared on the scene such as quality, service, policy, protocol, coding, delay problems, access control.

In Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} we show in the upper part the concept maps for the citing papers in the period 2002--2006 (in total 71 papers) and in the lower part the concept maps for the citing papers in the period 2011--2015 (in total 327 papers).Fig. 13*Upper part* concept map of the citing papers in the period 2002--2006; *lower part* concept map of the citing papers in the period 2011--2015

Also here the higher density of the recent map shows the increase of research activities. We see many similarities with the maps of the topic-related papers. For instance in the earlier period we find again queueing problems, multihop networks, throughput, bandwidth and wireless networks. But the scope is now broader and we observe for instance a cluster around customer-related problems. In the recent period the map of the citing papers is quite similar to the map of the topic-related problems but again the scope is broader which is well illustrated by a larger number of inks to many additional topics from central topics such as carrier sense multiple access (csma) and network performance and utility.

We observe the continuing dominating position of the most central concept, multihop wireless network. Clearly present is the core concept of the invention described in the TE SB-SNPR paper: the back pressure algorithm. We quote Dr Neely[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}: "This paper \[the TE SB-SNPR\] models a multi-hop wireless network as a multi-queue system with transmission options... It is the first to introduce Lyapunov drift for proving stability in a general multi-hop network. It introduces the important concepts of backpressure routing and maximum weight matching. This paper can be viewed as a foundation for scheduling for stability and maximum throughput in a data network." This description clearly shows the innovative role of the TE SB-SNPR and, given its technological importance, the work can be considered to be an invention.

When we zoom into the region around the concept backpressure algorithm in the lower part of Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}, we observe most of the central issues mentioned in the above description. In the near vicinity of backpressure algorithm we find radio networks, max(imum) weight, routing, Lyapunov, mobile, and even the directly connected names of the authors Tassiulas and Ephremides, see Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 14Zoom into the backpressure algorithm region in the concept map of the citing papers in the period 2011--2015

Inventors as authors, authors as inventors {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------

Earlier in this paper we discussed inventor--author self-citation of SB-SNPRs, i.e., inventors of a patented technology who are also author of the SB-SNPR cited in the patent. We now elaborate a bit further on inventor--author relations. More general and broader types of the inventor--author link relate to (1) inventors who are also authors of papers, not necessarily cited in their own patents, and (2) the other way around, authors who are also inventors, and not necessarily cite their own papers in patents.

For type 1 the point of view is from the inventor. We use as an example the three patents in which the TE SB-SNPR is cited, see Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. We use similar headings in this table as in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. We see that in total there are seven inventors. We find that these inventors are authors of 18 papers in the field of wireless networks in the period 2004--2014. The three most active inventor--authors are Radunivic (7 papers), Gkantsidis (4 papers, one together with Radunovic) and Marbach (4 papers). The three most cited of these 18 papers are all authored by Radunovic.Table 7Patents in which the BLSC SB-SNPR is citedPatent familyPatent publPatent titleInventorsIPC codesAppl year41,608,252US20080182493Path estimation in a wireless mesh networkGkantsidis, Christos; Gunawardena, Dinan; Key, Peter B.; Radunovic, BozidarH04J3/14200842,106,167US200913124019Delay and jitter limited wireless mesh network schedulingSzymanski, Tadeusz H.G01R31/08, H04L12/28, H04W72/12200946,316,658US20100978151System and method for controlling data transmission in a multihop wireless networkLotfinezhad, Mahdi; Marbach, PeterH04L12/262010

In Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} the co-citation map of these 18 papers of the inventors is shown. The TE SB-SNPR is prominently present which means that it is also frequently cited in the papers of the inventors that cite the TE SB-SNPR in their patents.Fig. 15Co-citation map of the papers of the inventors who cite the TE SB-SNPR in their patents

For type 2 the point of view is from the author. We take as an example the two authors of the TE SB-SNPR, Tassiulas and Ephremides. Both authors are inventors, we found for Tassiulas two patents granted by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO),[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} and for Ehremides eight patents granted by the USPTO.[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"}

From Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} it is clear that these inventor--authors do not cite in their own patents the TE SB-SNPR. But they may cite other papers of their own, for instance Tassiulas cites in US patent 7,961,702 Tassiulas and Sarkar ([@CR23]).

In forthcoming work we will investigate in more detail to what extent authors of Sleeping Beauties are inventors of technological developments described in later patents.

Identification of the prince {#Sec17}
----------------------------

Earlier in this paper we suggested that two of the 25 first citing papers, Neely et al. ([@CR13]) and Andrews and Vojnovic ([@CR1]), are appropriate candidates for the role of prince. In order to make a reasonable decision we created a co-citation map of all citing papers of the TE SB-SNPR. The VoSViewer makes it possible to create maps with different thresholds thus enabling 'tunable co-citation analysis'. We use a high threshold to represent the strongest co-citation relations. This map is shown in Fig. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"} and it clearly shows the central position of the TE SB-SNPR paper. Also here the different colors mark different research themes. We remind that in a co-citation map the references of the citing papers are clustered based on their co-occurrence in these citing papers. Because older citing papers can be references of recent citing papers, important older citing papers will show up in the co-citation map.Fig. 16Co-citation map of the papers citing the TE SB-SNPR

The size of the circles represents the occurrence of a specific reference within the total set of citing papers. As this total set of citing papers consists by definition of all papers citing the TE SB-SNPR, this paper has the largest circle size and there is no doubt that it takes a central position. Important papers frequently co-cited with the TE SB-SNPR are for instance the Neely et al. ([@CR14]) paper and another paper by Tassiulas and Ephremides ([@CR22]). The Neely et al. ([@CR14]) paper is an important paper on the backpressure algorithm developed in the TE SB-SNPR.

But the Neely et al. ([@CR14]) paper is not the prince. In the figure we see that the earlier citing paper Neely et al. ([@CR13]) is the oldest of all major (larger circles) papers close to the TE SB-SNPR. It is this earlier Neely et al. paper we already considered a strong candidate for being the 'prince' on the basis of our observations of the first 25 papers citing the TE SB-SNPR.

We also constructed a co-citation map of the topic-related papers. As only 20% of these topic-related papers is also a paper citing the TE SB-SNPR, we can expect a considerable difference with the co-citation map of the citing papers. This is indeed clearly the case as shown in Fig. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}. Although the TE SB-SNPR undoubtedly has a dominant position, the map is 'multipolar': particularly the highly cited Gupta and Kumar ([@CR8]) paper on the capacity of wireless networks (cited 1740 times, April 18, 2016) and the highly cited Bianchi ([@CR2]) paper on throughput analysis of wireless local area networks (cited 1534 times, April 18, 2016) have central positions.Fig. 17Co-citation map of the topic-related papers

We find the Gupta paper also in the co-citation map of the papers citing the TE SB-SNPR (Fig. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}, left side; the Bianchi paper appears in the map when tuning to a lower co-citation threshold). These papers however are less prominent in the co-citation map of the papers citing the SB-SNPR which indicates that they focus on related but still different themes (performance of wireless networks) of as compared to the TE paper (queueing and scheduling problems). In the topic-related papers co-citation map we again see the prince, the Neely et al. paper ([@CR13]), and also here it is the only paper of the first 25 citing paper in the direct vicinity of the TE SB-SNPR.

The above observations show the differences and similarities of the cognitive environment of a technologically relevant Sleeping Beauty (an SB-SNPR) in terms of its topic-related papers and its citing papers. We think that these 'two worlds' of relatedness (topic-related and citation-related) are a general phenomenon which is characteristic for any important scientific paper. As we have shown in this section, the analysis of this two worlds representing the cognitive environment offers detailed information from different perspectives on the emerging impact of SB-SNPRs.

Concluding remarks {#Sec18}
==================

We investigated characteristics of Sleeping Beauties that are cited in patents (SB-SNPRs). In this way we explore the existence of a dormitory of inventions. We found that patent citation may occur before or after the awakening and that the depth of the sleep, i.e., citation rate during the sleeping period, is no predictor for later scientific or technological impact of the Sleeping Beauty.

The average time lag between the publication year of an SB-SNPR and its first citation in a patent appears to decrease in the 1980s and early 1990s. This would mean that SBs with technological importance, perhaps potential inventions, are 'discovered' increasingly earlier. Moreover, because of early recognized technological relevance, papers may be cited also earlier in scientific publications, and thus early recognized technological relevance may 'prevent' papers to become an SB. Our current work on more recent, shorter sleeping SBs may shed more light on this issue. This can be combined with an analysis of the possible correlation between the time lag in patent citations and the length of the sleeping period. Furthermore, the scientific impact after awakening is no predictor for the time lag between publication year and first year of citation, i.e., the speed of technological impact.

In a comprehensive approach to explore the cognitive environment of a Sleeping Beauty we analyzed whether Sleeping Beauties cited by patents deal with new topics. On the basis of our observations, we conclude that Sleeping Beauties that are cited in patents may deal with an entirely new topic but this is not a general rule. Rather they present within an existing research theme new approaches which pave the way to new applications and stimulate further research and development. We suggest that it is particularly important to find out if a publication cited in a patent is a SB because this could be an indication that the patented invention is a quite 'radical' technological step forward.

The awakening was studied in detail by analyzing the first group of papers that, after the sleeping period, cites the Sleeping Beauty. Concept maps and citation-based maps proved to be a powerful tool to discover the prince(s) and other important application-oriented work directly related to the Sleeping Beauty. For instance, papers written by authors who cite Sleeping Beauties in both the patents of which they are the inventors, as well as in their scientific papers. These inventor--author relations in the context of Sleeping Beauties may provide more insight into the phenomenon of a dormitory of sleeping inventions and we are currently focusing on this theme.

The mapping techniques used in this study, and particularly mapping by tunable co-citation provide a generic bibliometric research tool, they are generally applicable in studies of the cognitive environment of selected papers or sets of papers.

Appendix {#Sec19}
========

See Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}.Table 8Definition of the main fields physics (upper part), chemistry (middle part), and engineering and computer science (lower part) based on WoS journal categories*Physics*1Acoustics20Astronomy and astrophysics27Biophysics35Thermodynamics152Materials science, biomaterials153Materials science, characterization and testing154Materials science, coatings and films155Materials science, composites156Materials science, textiles159Meteorology and atmospheric sciences168Nuclear science and technology175Optics185Physics, applied187Physics, fluids and plasmas188Physics, atomic, molecular and chemical189Physics, multidisciplinary190Physics, condensed matter192Physics, nuclear193Physics, particles and fields195Physics, mathematical*Chemistry*23Biochemical research methods24Biochemistry and molecular biology36Chemistry, applied37Chemistry, medicinal38Chemistry, multidisciplinary39Chemistry, analytical40Chemistry, inorganic and nuclear41Chemistry, organic42Chemistry, physical57Crystallography63Geochemistry and geophysics71Electrochemistry198Polymer science*Engineering and computer science*6Engineering, aerospace28Biotechnology and applied microbiology44Computer science, artificial intelligence46Computer science, cybernetics47Computer science, hardware and architecture48Computer science, information systems49Communication50Computer science, interdisc applications51Computer science, software engineering52Computer science, theory and methods54Construction and building technology75Energy and fuels76Engineering, multidisciplinary77Engineering, biomedical78Engineering, environmental79Engineering, chemical80Engineering, industrial81Engineering, manufacturing82Engineering, marine83Engineering, civil84Engineering, ocean85Engineering, petroleum86Engineering, electrical and electronic87Engineering, mechanical97Food science and technology119Instruments and instrumentation131Operations research and management science145Medical laboratory technology147Metallurgy and metallurgical engineering168Nuclear science and technology173Remote sensing186Imaging science and photographic technology222Telecommunications227Transportation237Mining and mineral processing242Transportation science and technology244Agricultural engineering245Critical care medicine247Engineering, geological248Integrative and complementary medicine251Robotics252Nanoscience and nanotechnology257Cell and tissue engineering

CWTS, Data Infrastructure, [http://www.cwts.nl/About-CWTS\#Data_Infrastructure](http://www.cwts.nl/About-CWTS%23Data_Infrastructure).

This term was suggested by one of the reviewers.

Before 1991 only titles of papers and not abstracts are available for topic searches in the WoS. Therefore, we take 1991 as the starting year for our analysis.

In a multi-hop wireless network, communication between the begin node and the end node of a network runs through a number of intermediate nodes that relay information from one node to another.

Citations by research papers included in the WoS, Science Citation Indexes Expanded, thus not citations by conference papers and books.

[http://www-bcf.usc.edu/\~mjneely/stochastic/index-old.html](http://www-bcf.usc.edu/%7emjneely/stochastic/index-old.html).

Patent numbers US 6,377,812 (2002) and US 7,961,702 (2011).

Patent numbers US 5,987,328 (1999), US 6,278,701 (2001), US 6,879,572 (2005), US 6,894,991 (2005), US 6,947,407 (2005), US 7,002,920 (2006), US 7,233,584 (2007), and US 8,542,579 (2013).

The author thanks his colleagues Nees-Jan van Eck for developing and writing the Sleeping Beauties algorithm and Jos Winnink for the collection and first analysis of the patent data.
